Education Solutions
Transforming Learning Experience.

Solutions that work for your business
Maximise investments
Centralised Management
Over 150 solutions for 20 business verticals
More than 3000 deployed internationally.

Driving key messages across with centralized control, Streme offers unlimited options to build
solutions to enhance the experience with effective communication & interaction.
Enhancing the customer experience

End to end solutions.

With Streme, you can build and deliver world class
experience to your customers. Today, interactivity
and driving the key message being the need of the
hour, Streme provides you the platform to deliver the
same.

We work very closely with most national and regional
system integrators. Our solutions approach
guarantees a working design of the entire solution.
We are open to working with your existing SI partners.
Taking end to end responsibility of delivery, you can
now rest assured of a perfectly rolled out project. We
even provide services like creative adaptation and
network management to our customers.

Interactive Audio Visual Tools
Instead of just simple broadcast signages that are in a
looping mode, you can integrate devices like simple
TV remote controls to build interactivity. With
interactivity, you take the customer recall and
engagement to the next level. On large screens as
opposed to smaller kiosk screens, you deliver audio
visual messages powerfully to build the customer
experience.

Environment Friendly
Streme supports the Go green revolution. With digital
displays, you avoid unnecessary papers, printing and
transportation, resulting in saving trees and reducing
pollution. Streme supports embedded technology for
lower power consumption, thereby supporting the
environment further.

DASH

get copmpetitive. Now.

Proven Framework
Streme works on a 150 component framework.
Streme powers thousands of screens across the
nation including leading banks. With focus on
embedded systems, we bring unmatched reliability,
security and scalability to the network. You can setup
a centrally controlled, future proof, expandable,
secure network.
The Streme framework consists of player hardware,
embedded OS and Streme’s embedded player
software. Streme player software is benchmarked
and proven with leading hardware providers, featuring
the latest technology to deliver truly outstanding dualcore performance computing power, great battery life
as well as, low power, with multiple OS support and
longer life cycle commitment.

Education Solutions
Transforming Learning Experience.
Streme –Reception Displays
Installed at reception of the institute, the welcome board creates the
first winning impression for the visitors, recruiters, trustees, faculty and
students. Integrated with Live Campus TV, the reception can now
broadcast live events as they happen over the campus.

Reception Displays

Streme – Campus Signage
Running across the campus on wired, wireless and gsm networks, the
displays provide latest information to students and faculty instantly.
Announcements, directions, welcoming visitors and more

Campus Signage

Streme - Classroom Activity Displays
Displays outside each classroom show name, and time of the session
being conducted in the class. An impressive display for visitors, this
enhances the brand image of the institute with a marginal investment.
Classroom Activity Displays

Streme –information Kiosks
Kiosks that turn into digital signage when not in use attract the attention
of the visitors. As soon as the visitor comes near the kiosk, the kiosk
switches to an interactive mode. Fully functional single or multi touch
applications with devices like card readers are configured to maximize
user engagement.
Information Kiosks

Streme Encoder– Distance Education
An ideal tool for Distance Education, Using Streme Encoder a teacher
can now reach instantly to all schools in the region This empowers
education to under-privileged students. A Central Broadcasting at
studio can be integrated with a question bank and a Remote device at
classroom for feedback. A Monitoring at studio with live web cam feeds
from each classroom provides live one on one video chat facility.
Streme Encoder works over broadband connection, lowering costs
and increasing reach.

Distance Education

KlasMate – In-classroom training.
Used for in house or corporate training facilities, Klasmate offers a
scalable solution that empowers sharing, collaboration and learning. A
facility for Recording sessions, Screen sharing, Chat, Annotation and
recording provide a complete out of the box solution.

In-classroom training
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